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Abstract: This work is aimed at analyzing methods of binarization in multimedia systems when recognizing license plates of cars. 

In order to carry out binarization license plates, features of existing (LPC) were first analyzed. A review of most well-known 

classification of binarization methods was carried out, and on basis of analysis, classification was proposed, which will be divided 

into four general classes, which distinguishes our classification from known ones. A fallback class has also been added. As result, 

pros and cons of all binarization methods have been determined. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Today, multimedia systems (MS) are in great demand in 

various fields, ranging from healthcare to transport, logistics 

and navigation [1], [2]. Multimedia systems open up wide 

opportunities for various areas, starting with opportunities for 

obtaining new knowledge, ending with application in business, 

which ensures its development and finding non-standard 

approaches to solving problems. This allows us to talk about 

the possibility of using classical approaches [3]- [7], and non-

standard methods, which are used to solve problems in various 

fields [8]-[16]. 

Such wide application of multimedia systems is explained 

by number of pros: 

- simplicity and convenience of multimedia systems 

interfaces; 

- ability to store large amount of various information on 

one medium; 

- ability to compare images and process them by variety of 

programs, etc. 

In this paper, just describe possibilities of solving problems 

of cars license plates recognizing in MS. 

Automatic recognition of car license plates is quite urgent 

and practically important problem, which is caused by: 

- with help of license plate recognition systems (LPRS), it 

is possible to organize safety at pedestrian crossings and 

various checkpoints; 

- management of traffic flows with help of LPRS, for 

example, at some urban infrastructure facilities, since there is 

need for passage of authorized vehicles to specific/secret 

territory; 

- car registration; 

- control over time spent by vehicles on territory, etc. 

A license plate is basic concept for identifying various cars. 

Generally, license plate recognition (LPR) system takes 

image or video stream as input to system and, if given frame 

contains auto it outputs content of license plate, usually as text 

[17].  

In LPR systems, many different methods of detecting and 

recognizing objects are used at moment, which will be 

discussed in this work. 

2. RELATED WORK 

Since proposed work involves classification of various 

methods of binarization of license plates images, we will 

briefly consider works of other authors of this subject area. 

Binarization can be used as first step in most text image 

analysis applications [18], [19]. 

The main purpose of text images binarization is to segment 

document into separate components. Recently, methods based 

on segmentation are quite popular in detecting text of scene, as 

results of segmentation can more accurately describe text of 

various forms scene [20], [21]. 

There are various methods of binarization: widespread use 

of morphological filtering in binary image processing – image 

processing method based on set theory, lattice theory, topology 

and random function [22], [23]; histogram of structuring 

elements [24], [25]. 

The threshold value is simplest approach to binarization. 

Binary image processing, classified on basis of threshold value 
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using Otsu algorithm [26]; Niblack and Sauvola techniques 

[27]; Burnsen [28]. 

Binarization of digital documents is task of classifying 

each pixel in document image [29]. 

3. FEATURES OF CAR LICENSE PLATES 

The license plate (LP) is mandatory element of any car, and 

in each region LP has its own characteristics, for example, size 

of plate (Table 1), color (Fig. 1), font, presentation standards 

that must be taken into account when creating LPRS [30]. 

Table 1: Examples of LP UK standard size options 

View Size 

 

464 mm x 

105 mm 

 

432 mm x 

105 mm 

 

404 mm x 

105 mm 

 

369 mm x 

105 mm 

 

344 mm x 

105 mm 

 

309 mm x 

105 mm 

 

288 mm x 

105 mm 

 

249 mm x 

105 mm 

 

224 mm x 

105 mm 

 

189 mm x 

105 mm 

 

LP with height of 105 mm have been considered, but 

according to standard, for example, great Britain, there are also 

LP with height: 90 mm, 167 mm, 203 mm. 

This variety is caused by fact that on some cars license 

plate of standard size will not work, and it is better reduced in 

size so that it is placed in recess of car, which can be in front 

or behind car. 

The color of font on LP depends on car type, so  

- white and black – private vehicles have license plates with 

white background and black inscriptions (fig. 1, a, b) [31];  

- yellow and black – commercial vehicles have license 

plates with yellow background (Fig. 1, c) and black letters; 

- green: electric vehicles receive green license plates (Fig. 

1, d). 

 
а) 

 
b) 

 
c) 

 
d) 

Figure 1: Font colors 

 

Transit license plates now have only red background and 

black symbols. 

All license plates must comply with following font rules: 

- symbols must be 79 mm high; 

- symbols (other than number 1 or letter I) must be 50 mm 

wide; 

- stroke of symbols (black print thickness) shall be 14 mm; 

- distance between symbols shall be 11 mm; 

- space between groups of characters must be 33 mm; 

- vertical space between groups must be 19 mm; 

- top, bottom and side margins must be at least 11 mm. 

It occurs that region (for example, United States) 

determines its own font size.  

The type of font also in each region can be different, for 

example, auto Germany (FE-Schrift; Eurostile, as well as it can 

be simply selected (e.g. Wepfont, Dave Hansen, Times New 

Roman, Heaven Castro), etc. 

As for standards, there is euro standard; there are room 

standards, for example, in UK and Ukraine, etc. 
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The review of features of car license plates is necessary to 

take this into account in LPRS. 

4. BASIC BINARIZATION METHODS 

Input images in LPRS can describe both moving and 

stationary objects. 

The degree of detail of recognition stages is described by 

each author in different ways, and we will summarize, and let 

LPRS include three main stages: preprocessing, segmentation 

and recognition process itself. 

Preprocessing involves binarizing input image to reduce 

amount of information and then analyze it. 

Image binarization makes it easier to separate characters 

for later recognition, as foreground (symbol) and background 

pixels receive opposite "colors" in binarization. 

Binarization is classic task of processing text images [32]. 

The process of binarization consists in converting color 

image or image in grayscale to two-tone, for example, black 

and white.  

The general concept of binarization is to divide original 

array of multicolored pixels into two sets: set of pixels 

belonging to objects or significant pixels, and set of pixels 

related to background – background pixels [33], [34]. 

There are various methods of binarization, but in general 

they all belong to two groups: 

- global (threshold); 

- local (adaptive). 

In global methods, key parameter is threshold. In course of 

binarization, there is binarization threshold of 1, by which 

division into black and white occurs, and value of threshold 1 

remains unchanged throughout binarization process. 

Global methods are classified [35]-[37]: 

- bottom-threshold binarization 

- binaryization with an upper threshold; 

- binaryization with double restriction; 

- incomplete threshold processing; 

- multi-level threshold transformation. 

In local (adaptive) methods, key parameter is also 

threshold. During binarization, image is divided into several 

areas, for each of which it is necessary to calculate threshold 

based on information about intensity of pixels. 

For example, if we consider binarization in OpenCV, 

thresholds are [37], [38]: 

- binary threshold – value exceeding threshold is maximum 

value, remaining values are 0; 

- antibinar threshold – threshold value is 0, remaining 

values are maximum; 

- truncation threshold – value that exceeds threshold is 

threshold, and other values remain unchanged; 

- threshold value is 0 – threshold value has not changed, 

and rest are set to 0; 

- threshold is reduced to 0 – threshold value is 0, rest 

remain unchanged. 

So, there are ways to choose threshold of image 

binarization, which provides significant variability in solving 

practical problems. 

There is also classification of binarization methods into 

three classes [39]-[41]: 

- Global method – first, background of image is evaluated, 

and then normalized image is generated using help 

information. After that, method of global binarization is used. 

- Patch-based method – binarization patch by patch. At 

each site, binarization is evaluated using global binarization 

method. After that, some post-processing is performed to make 

sure that binarization threshold in neighboring patches has 

smooth transition. 

- Moving-window method – binarization is performed 

pixel by pixel. To calculate pixel statistics, moving window is 

configured inside window, and based on statistics, threshold 

for central pixel inside window is calculated. 

5. CLASSIFICATION OF BINARIZATION METHODS 

License plates on car are artificial objects that take certain 

shapes and always contain external contour and internal shape, 

which is directly displayed in images that will be subject to 

binarization and recognition. 

We consider such classification of binarization methods, 

which will be divided into four general classes (Table 2):  

- BO – binarization with areas that contain significant 

pixels grouped into areas in image; 

- BC – binarization with contours on which boundaries of 

objects are highlighted; 

- BS – after binarization, "skeletons" of objects remain; 

- RM – reserve methods. 

BO methods consist of: 

- methods of threshold filtration (MTF); 

- methods based on work with histograms (MH); 

- methods based on working with contour filters (MCF). 

MPF – threshold filtration methods. The result of filtering 

is to obtain from original image of same size to which certain 

rules were applied. 
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The essence of threshold filtering is division of image by 

means of given binarization threshold into pixels: set of 

significant and background pixels are produced. 

Table 2: Classification of binarization methods 

Binarization 

BO 

MTF MH MCF 

А 1.1 
А 2.1 

А 3.1 А 1.2 А 2.2 

А 1.3 А 2.3 

А 1.4 А 2.4 

А 3.2 А 1.5 А 2.5 

 А 1.6 

BC 

В 1.1 В 2.1 

В
 2

.1
.1

 2.1.1.1 

2.1.1.2 

В 1.2 В 2.2 

В 2.2.1 

В 2.2.2 

В 2.2.3 

В 2.2.4 

В 2.2.5 

BS  

С 1.1 С 1.2 С 1.3 С 1.4 

RM 

D 1.1 D 1.2 и т.д. 

 

A 1.1 – methods with areas that have clear boundaries. 

A 1.2 – methods with areas that have fuzzy boundaries 

(complex: use of threshold filtration, morphological operations 

"erosion" or "dilatation"). 

Erosion or narrowing is used when it is necessary to clarify 

contours of black objects. It also eliminates light noise pixels 

on black background, some of which may be noise of CCD 

matrix (charge-coupled device), some of which may be noise 

of analog-to-digital converter, etc. [42], [43]. 

Dilation, that is, expansion, allows you to refine contours 

of light objects, as well as remove isolated black pixels on light 

background [44]. 

A 1.1 – methods with areas that have clear boundaries: 

A 1.1.1 is mod method in which it is assumed that image 

contains known number of uniform brightness classes points. 

Boundary areas between closed areas occupy relatively small 

area of image. Therefore, on histogram, they must correspond 

to intermode depressions, within which segmentation 

thresholds are set. 

The mod method uses histogram of pixels brightness in 

image. The mod method can be used for images with well-

distinguishable object and background. As result of 

binarization, matrix of pixels with values of 0 and 1 is 

obtained. 

The main pros of mod method is simplicity when working 

with images that have well-distinguishable object and 

background. 

The main cons of mod method is that real images do not 

satisfy hypotheses put forward in this method, so, for example, 

image has very low brightness, then significant errors arise 

during operation of algorithm. 

And 1.1.2 – methods for improving histogram, which 

include: 

A 1.1.2.1 – based on local properties of image using 

gradient information. 

A 1.1.2.2 based on second-order statistics; 

A 1.1.2.3 – based on analysis of integral distribution 

function curvature. 

A 1.1.3 – methods for approximating histogram with 

mixture of normal distributions and applying statistical 

methods for optimal separation of this mixture. 

The main pros of histogram approximation method is that 

it is possible to conduct studies of various characteristics of 

objects (qualitative and numerical). 

The image histogram allows you to estimate number and 

variety of image shades, as well as overall brightness level of 

image. 

The main cons of this method is high computational 

complexity, in addition, Gaussoids often do not adequately 

approximate real modes. 

A 1.1.4 – methods with empirical measure of segmented 

image quality and maximization of corresponding criterion 

function: 

A 1.1.4.1 – discriminant approach; 

The main pros of discriminant method is strong smoothing 

effect in relation to indentation of brightness original 

histogram. 

The main cons of discriminant method is that if areas of 

object and background differ sharply from each other, 

histogram of criterion function can be multimodal, which 

means that it is necessary to determine all local peaks, which 

seriously reduces competitiveness of method. 

А 1.1.4.2 – entropy approach (Tsallis entropy; Kapur’s 

entropy; minimal cross entropy; fuzzy entropy; Schreiber's 

entropy, etc.); 
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The main pros of methods with entropic approach is 

preliminary cutting off of unnecessary fragments of image that 

do not contain useful information, which is important task. 

The cons of methods with entropy approach include: 

- criterion function may have several maxima close in 

value; 

- it can be distinguished that with increase in threshold 

number, entropy increases proportionally, which greatly 

reduces quality of image. 

А 1.1.4.3 – moment approach is based on comparison of 

initial moments of segmented and original images.  

The main pros of moment approach method is to provide 

highest quality segmentation of complex images. 

The main cons of moment approach method is complexity 

of calculations when using high-order moments. 

А 1.1.5 – method of selecting threshold directly by local 

characteristics. 

The main pros of threshold choosing method by local 

characteristics: 

- allows you to segment complex real images more 

qualitatively; 

- choice of threshold when highlighting small objects 

seems promising. 

The main cons of choosing threshold method by local signs 

is more complex process and takes more time. 

А 1.1.6 – method of maximum average contrast (heuristic 

determination of optimal threshold: threshold that highlights 

more high-contrast and fewer low-contrast brightness 

differences than any other threshold is considered optimal for 

image segmentation). 

The main pros of maximum average contrast method is 

simplicity of implementation. 

The main cons of method – large required amount of 

additional memory. 

MH – methods based on working with histograms. A 

histogram is graph of tones in image distribution. Methods 

based on working with histograms: 

А 2.1 – Bernsen's method (pros – high-quality separation 

of background from objects in uniform / uneven lighting; 

objects with large surface are correctly marked. Cons – after 

processing monotonous areas of brightness, strong parasitic 

interference is formed, in some cases leads to appearance of 

false black spots). 

А 2.2 – Niblack's method (pros – well recognizes objects 

that do not have large surface; is used in practice for quick 

filtering of sufficiently contrasting images on which there are 

no strongly noisy areas with smooth brightness transitions; has 

high stability of work in wide dynamic brightness range. Cons 

– internal areas of objects of interest with large surface area are 

marked as ackground, which can lead to erroneous 

classification of objects of interest and to incorrect definition 

of their geometric characteristics; in places of smooth 

transition of brightness, method gives false objects with little 

noise). 

А 2.3 – Otsu method (pros – good adaptation to various 

kinds of images, choosing most optimal threshold and speed; 

ease of implementation. Cons – sensitivity to uneven 

brightness of image; loss of small details and "sticking" of 

nearby symbols is possible). 

А 2.4 – Janowitz and Huntington method (pros – effective 

for processing scanned paper images; effective when working 

with images that have luminance zonal unevenness, while 

same image objects in different parts have significant 

differences in brightness. Cons – attribute extremely slow 

speed of work) [45]. 

А 2.5 – Ekvall’s method (pros – high-performance method; 

often used to process clear and contrast images, although it 

processes images with uneven lighting and noise noise well; it 

processes objects with large surface area well. Cons – strongly 

pronounced shadows are marked as objects, which can lead to 

decrease in accuracy of determining geometric characteristics 

in future; when processing thin intersecting lines, tears may 

occur, so method is good for thick lines and large objects). 

MCF – methods based on working with contour filters: 

А 3.1 – method based on Prewitt operator (pros – good 

performance in detecting vertical and horizontal edges); 

An effective operator to determine orientation of image. 

Cons – diagonal direction points are not always preserved; 

sensitivity to noise in image; less accurate than Sobel 

operator). 

А 3.2 – method based on Sobel operator (pros – ease of 

implementation; ease of searching for smooth edges; smoothes 

out parasitic effects in image. Cons – high sensitivity to noise; 

not very accurate detection of edges; detection with thick and 

rough edges does not give proper results; lack of rotational 

symmetry in matrices to calculate values of approximate 

derivatives in vertical and horizontal directions, which leads to 

"loss" of some contours). 

Binarization methods with paths on which boundaries of 

objects are highlighted can be attributed to two groups: 

methods with "delineation"; linear and nonlinear filtration; 

В 1.1 – MTF + "internal contouring". Such complex 

method is implemented by alternately applying erosion and 

subtracting transformed image from original (Fig. 2, a). 

В 1.2 – MTF + "external contouring". Such complex 

method is implemented by alternately applying dilatation and 

subtracting original image from converted one (Fig. 2, b). 

The result of delineation methods are single-pixel contours 

of all objects in image. Area delineation is used to highlight 
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objects with specified properties in images. The result of 

delineation is binary or hierarchical (multiphase) image, where 

each level of image corresponds to certain class of selected 

objects. 

   
а)                                   b) 

Figure 2: "Contouring" method 

 

The pros of delineation methods include: 

- information ability of contour images is very high; 

- greatly facilitates work of decoders. 

To cons of "contouring" methods: 

- contour may have significant thickness, therefore, it is 

practically unsuitable for scanning due to excess of points 

included in it and has coordinates of points, both 

corresponding to object and background ("external 

contouring"); - perhaps an increased thickness of contour in 

areas having inclination of about +-45 degrees ("external 

contouring"); 

- sometimes large memory capacity is required to store 

circuit, then scanning procedure will be longer in time. 

- В 2.1 – linear filtration methods. 

To summarize, pros of linear filtering methods are 

simplicity of implementation and interpretation; lead to 

smoothing of sharp changes in brightness of images that have 

been processed. 

If we generalize, cons of methods include: 

- use of linear filtering methods does not allow to obtain 

acceptable solution in number of practically important 

applications; 

- along with reduction of noise, simultaneously there is 

blurring of image contours; 

- for contrast images, it is inefficient, as it leads to blurring 

of contrasting images details contours. 

Linear filtration methods: 

- В 2.1.1 – optimal filtering method (implemented when 

signal and additive interference are independent and have 

normal distribution). 

Linear and median filters do not take into account changes 

in statistical characteristics in image itself. Therefore, in 

classification we will take into account only 2.1.1. 

Algorithms that allow you to take into account such 

changes are called adaptive. 

В 2.1.1 includes: 

- В 2.1.1.1 – method based on Wiener filter (pros – noise 

removal with moderate complexity; can often be calculated in 

real time; minimize average error of estimate squared. Cons – 

relatively slow implementation, since it works in frequency 

domain; difficulty in estimating power spectra; cannot be 

implemented with perfect accuracy). 

- В 2.1.1.2 – method based on Kalman filter (pros – ease of 

implementation; ability to "build" image with ultra-high 

resolution. Cons – when setting inaccurate initial parameters, 

filter does not even go to approximate error estimate; 

excessively large size of matrices that need to be processed 

when obtaining high-resolution images). 

- В 2.2 – nonlinear filtering methods. It is realized by 

approximation to differential operators by forming differences 

of neighboring elements of digital image [46]. 

To summarize, pros of nonlinear filtering methods include 

fact that when filtering real contrasting noisy images, filter 

allows you to save sharp border without blurring it; are actively 

used to improve clarity of image; effective when working with 

pulsed noise. 

The cons of each nonlinear filtering method are different, 

they are given below. 

Methods of nonlinear filtering: 

- В 2.2.1 – method based on Roberts operator 

(implementation using 2 x 2 view window moving through 

image) (pros – ease of implementation; speed of calculations. 

Cons – there is no clearly defined central element, which 

significantly affects result of filtering; significant sensitivity to 

noise). 

- В 2.2.2 – method based on homomorphic filters 

(implemented where output signal is formed as product of two 

different signals) (pros – makes it possible to normalize 

brightness of image and increase its contrast; at same time, you 

can increase contrast and compress dynamic range. Cons – not 

particularly effective when working with problem of extreme 

lighting). 

- В 2.2.3 – filter-based methods based on ordinal statistics 

are called spatial filters (implemented by pre-ranking input 

values, and then selecting value that is at certain position of 

ordered sequence) (pros – to remove impulse noise; occupy 

average value in terms of speed / quality ratio; are quite 

effective for noise with significant dispersion; effective when 

only additive component of noise is present. Cons – require 

preliminary ranking; removal of pulse noise entails change in 

brightness values of almost all pixels of image, which often 

significantly affects result of images study). 

- В 2.2.3.1 median filter;  
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- В 2.2.3.2 filter based on calculation of maximum and 

minimum; 

- В 2.2.3.3 midpoint filter;  

- В 2.2.3.4 average average filter. 

- В 2.2.4 – method based on neural networks (implemented 

using interconnection of nonlinear elements, that is, artificial 

neurons) (pros – ability to simulate most of nonlinear systems. 

Cons – general convergence of training algorithms, such as 

reverse propagation algorithm, is not guaranteed). 

- В 2.2.5 – method based on polynomial filters (with finite 

number of coefficients is capable of approximating large class 

of nonlinear systems with soft nonlinearity) (pros – ability to 

approximate large class of nonlinear systems with soft 

nonlinearity; cons – complexity of implementation due to fact 

that amount of memory and, accordingly, number of model 

coefficients increase; large number of coefficients are needed 

for adequate implementation). 

BS methods (after binarization, "skeletons" of objects 

remain) include: 

- С 1.1 – morphological analysis methods of "skeletons". 

Example of such methods is implemented by selecting 

possible solutions for individual parts of problem 

(morphological features that characterize device) and 

subsequent systematic obtaining of their combinations 

(combination) [47], [48]; 

- С 1.2 – methods based on modifications of erosion 

algorithm; 

- С 1.3 – methods based on various types of vectorization; 

- С 1.4 – methods based on deformable models. 

Comparison of undeformed images and images obtained 

by skeletonization in Fig. 3 [49]. 

 

Undeformed images Result of skeletonize 

 
 

Figure 3: Comparison of undeformed and skeletonized 

images 

 

To pros of "skeletonization" methods – effective for 

retrieving objects and / or representing their topology; Reduce 

blobs to 1-pixel-wide view. 

Each method of "skeletonization" has its drawbacks and 

such cons include: blurring diagonal lines with thickness of 2 

pixels; skeletonization of objects only in two-dimensional 

space and is not applicable for processing multidimensional 

data, with number of measurements greater than two. When 

working with "three-dimensional skeletons" – there may be 

violation of connectivity in skeleton; loss of branching points; 

violation of midline centrality in object; increasing thickness 

of line in skeleton. 

RM methods – fallback methods (methods that are not 

included in above classes): 

- D 1.1 – Bradley method (pros – ease of implementation 

and high speed of implementation; effective when working 

with heterogeneous background; resistant to noise. Cons – 

poor sensitivity to low-contrast image details; errors occur 

when processing shadows); 

- D 1.2 – Gonzalez and Woods method (in this class, since 

it includes 2 categories of algorithms: 1) algorithms based on 

finding boundaries – registration of objects contours using 

discontinuity property; 2) algorithms based on finding areas – 

localization of objects in accordance with properties of 

similarity), etc. Pros – effective if all objects of working scene 

are evenly lit. 

Cons – sensitivity to lighting; ineffectiveness in presence 

of light spots in image; not effective when objects have large 

shadows. The results largely coincide with results of Otsu 

method. 

The above classification does not pretend to be complete, 

but demonstrates in detail diversity of main types of image 

processing, namely binarization and segmentation. Each of 

these four classes has its pros and cons. 

6. CONCLUSION 

This work is aimed at analyzing methods of binarization 

and segmentation in multimedia systems when recognizing 

license plates of cars. 

In order to carry out binarization of license plates, features 

of existing LP were first analyzed: 

size of plate, color and font, presentation standards that 

need to be taken into account when creating LPRS.  

A review of most well-known classification of binarization 

methods was carried out, and on basis of analysis, 

classification was proposed, which will be divided into four 

general classes, which distinguishes our classification from 

known ones. A fallback class has also been added. As result, 

pros and cons of all these methods have been identified.  

When choosing method for binarizing digital images, 

eliminating noise, obtaining contours of LP, after which  

process of directly recognizing patterns will go on, most 

suitable methods are those that demonstrated high quality of 

image processing of working scene with uneven lighting, 

dividing image into background and objects of interest, 
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weeding out shadows from objects of interest, for example, 

Ekvall and Bernsen. Also, choice of method depends on LPRS 

development environment. 
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